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Regional development politics along Australia's eastern seaboard 
Abstract 
Despite its enduring nature, there is remarkably little published analysis about Australia's period of 
contemporary prosperity. It is clear that the post -war Keynesian-Fordist foundations for accumulation in 
Australia have been displaced. Prima facie evidence suggests that this displacement centres on 
econormc advantage within the nation's finance, property and business services sectors. Evidence also 
suggests that a new territorial configurations of Australia's urban and regional economies has 
accompanied this sectoral shift and, in turn, new spatial distributional flows have been generated. The 
paper examines whether a new urban-centric economic configuration has emerged. Economic 
reterritorialisations in Australia have necessarily produced new stabilising institutional configurations. For 
Sydney, this has involved complex, multi-scaled, private-public arrangements. For non-metropolitan 
regions, the reterritorialisation of institutions has not been as concerted or complex. Rather, drawing on 
simplistic ideas about new regionaJism, non-metropolitan regions have been encouraged to develop 
disconnected, local scale accumulation projects, with varying degrees of success. The paper argues that 
these institutional responses have been inadequate in producing equitable, enduring economic growth 
outcomes. 
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Abstract: Despite its end町mgnatur官， there is remarkably litl巴publishedanalysis 
about Australia' s period of contemporary prosperity. It is clear白atthe post -war 
Keynesian-Fordist foundations for accumulation in AustraJia have been displaced. 
Prima facie evidence suggests that this displacement cen仕eson econormc 
advantage within the nation's finance， prop巴rtyand business services sectors. 
Evidence aJso suggests that a new t釘ritorialconfigurations of AustraJia' s urban 
and regionaJ economies has accompanied this sectoraJ shift and， in turn， new 
spatial distributionaJ flows have been generated. The paper examines whether a 
new urban-centric巴conomicconfiguration has emerged. 
Economic reterritorialisations in Aus汀aJiahave necessarily produced new 
stabilising institutional configurations. For Sydney， this has involved compl巴x，
multi-scaled， private-public arrangements. For non-metropolitan f巴gions，the 
ret巴rritorialisationof institutions has not been as concerted or complex. Rather， 
drawing on simplistic ideas about new regionaJism， non-me位。politanregions 
have been encouraged to dev巴lopdisconnect巴d，local scal巴accumulationprojects， 
with vぽyingdeg民esof success. The paper argues that thes巴 institutional
responses have been inadequat巴 inproducing equitable， enduring economic 
grow出 outcomes.
Introduction 1 
Since the e紅"ly1990s Sydney has experienced a prolonged period of prosperity underpinned 
by dramatic巴conomictransformation and producing m勾oreconormc ret巴ritoriaJisation
especially along Aus仕alia's eastern s巴aboard.Yet th巴司patialmanifestations of this economic 
change 'are not weIl understood， have not been mapped and， consequently， are poorly 
recognised in public policy settings. In this pap巴f，W巴 presentan argument for廿leneed to 
develop a more sophisticated and much needed understanding of the economic role of Sydney 
within the contempor，訂yAustralian eastern seaboard economy as a prerequisite to白E
development of appropriate urban and民 gionaJ(physical， economic and social development) 
policies. We use the concept of rete，凶torialisationas our framework. By reterritoriaJisation 
W巴meanthe changing teritorial organisation of economy and governance and the associated 
shif:臼 inthe c紅 tographyof relat巴daccumulation and distributive flows. Our starting point 
here is the spatiaJised natぽ巴 ofcont巴mporぽyaccumulation and distributional processes at a 
global scale and the role of te凶torialI官config町出onsin廿leproduction and reproduction of 
these processes. 
Thepap巴rhas three main sections. First， the relationship betw巴enthe changing form of global 
capitalism and th巴rete凶torialisationof both regional economies and state spaces is巴xplored.
Second， a brief surnmary of the available evidence for the reterritorialisation c日立'ently
問:configuringSydney and Australian space economies g巴neraJly，and its impacts， is provided 
Third，加巴:xplorationis made of the reconfiguration of the institutions that govern urban and 
regional development -another reterritorialisation. In concluding， itis紅 guedthat we 
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